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Over the past few years, substantial ad-

vances have been made in understanding

the pathogenesis, evolution, and com-

plexity of mast cell neoplasms. New di-

agnostic and prognostic parameters and

novel therapeutic targetswith demonstra-

ble clinical impact have been identified.

Several of these new markers, molecular

targets, and therapeutic approaches have

been validated and translated into clinical

practice. At the same time, the classification

of mastocytosis and related diagnostic

criteria have been refined and updated by

the consensus group and the World

Health Organization (WHO). As a result,

more specific therapies tailored toward

prognostic subgroups of patients have

been developed. Emerging treatment

concepts use drugs directed against KIT

and other relevant targets in neoplastic

mast cells and will hopefully receive

recognition by health authorities in the

near future. This article provides an over-

view of recent developments in the field,

with emphasis on the updated WHO

classification, refined criteria, additional

prognostic parameters, and novel thera-

peutic approaches. Based on these

emerging concepts, the prognosis, qual-

ity of life, and survival of patients with

advanced mastocytosis are expected to

improve in the coming years. (Blood.

2017;129(11):1420-1427)

Introduction

Mastocytosis comprises a heterogeneous group of disorders character-
ized by expansion and accumulation of neoplasticmast cells (MCs) in 1
ormore organ systems.1-4 In patientswith systemicmastocytosis (SM),
neoplastic MCs form focal and/or diffuse infiltrates in various internal
organs, including the bone marrow (BM), spleen, liver, and
gastrointestinal tract.1-4 Regardless of the type of SM, the BM is
involved in virtually all patients.4,5 Skin involvement is usually
found in patients with indolent SM (ISM), is less frequently detected
in aggressive SM (ASM), and is rarely seen inMC leukemia (MCL).1,2

Based on previous classification proposals and the classification of the
World Health Organization (WHO), mastocytosis can be divided into
subvariants of cutaneous mastocytosis (CM), in which no systemic
involvement is found, systemic variants (SM), and localized MC
tumors.1,6-11

Historically, mastocytosis was first described as a skin disease by
Nettleship and Tay in 1869.12 Seventy years later, in 1949, thefirst case
of SM was reported13 and over the next decades, different subvariants
ofCMandSM, reflecting different clinical presentations andoutcomes,
were described. Whereas the prognosis in CM is favorable,14 the
prognosis in patients with SM is variable, ranging from indolent with
normal life expectancy to rapidly deteriorating courses.1-3,7-11,15-17

Based on these observations, patientswithSMwere placed into distinct
prognostic subgroups that in turn provided the basis of the first
proposals to classify the disease.1,2,6,7 Between 1991 and 2000, several
additional useful clinical and laboratory parameters with obvious
diagnostic and/or prognostic impactwere identified andused todevelop
subgroup-specific criteria.18-25 These criteria formed the basis of the
first WHO classification, which was published in 2001.8,9 The basic
concept of this classification and the related criteria remain valid.
However, over the ensuing years, additional, disease-specific variables
were identified.10,11 In addition, new prognostic parameters and more

effective therapies have been established. Based on these develop-
ments, the WHO classification of mastocytosis has recently been
refined and updated.26,27

In the present article, we provide an overview of new developments
in the field of mastocytosis, with focus on the updated WHO
classification 2016, refinements in criteria and terminologies, major
therapeutic targets, and novel treatment concepts.

Updated WHO classification 2016

The basic concept of the previous WHO classification and the related
split into CM, SM, and localizedMC tumors8-10 remains valid and has
also been implemented in the updated version of the WHO classifi-
cation in 2016.26,27 The cutaneous form of the disease (CM) is divided
into maculopapular CM, also termed urticaria pigmentosa, diffuse
cutaneous mastocytosis, and localized mastocytoma of skin (see
supplemental Table 1, available on the Blood Web site).8-10,27 CM is
usually diagnosed in childhood and has a good prognosis.14,28 In many
cases, the skin lesions fade away and disappear during puberty. Criteria
to define cutaneous involvement in CM and to separate this disease
from other cutaneous disorders and from SM have been published by
an EU-US consensus group (supplemental Table 2).11,28

In contrast to CM, SM usually develops in adults. The
pathognomonic feature in SM is the multifocal infiltration of MCs in
various internal organs, including the BM.1-5 The criteria to diagnose
SM are depicted in Table 1. The major SM criterion is the multifocal
clustering ofMCs (at least 15MCs/cluster) in 1 ormore visceral organs
(usually documented in the BM).8-10,27 Minor SM criteria include
an abnormal morphology of MCs (immature forms, spindling,
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decentralized oval nuclei or bi- or poly-lobed nuclei, hypogranu-
lated cytoplasm), expression of CD2 and/or CD25 in MCs, an
activating mutation at codon 816 of KIT (most frequently KIT
D816V) in extracutaneous tissues, and a persistent serum tryptase
concentration of.20 ng/mL (Table 1).8-10 When the major and at
least 1 minor SM criterion or 3 minor SM criteria are detected, the
diagnosis SM is established.8-10

In the updated WHO classification, SM is divided into ISM,
smoldering SM (SSM), SM with an associated hematologic (non-MC
lineage) neoplasm (SM-AHN), ASM, and MCL (Table 2).26,27

SSM is a new SM category in the WHO classification. In the initial
WHOproposal of 2001, SSMwasmentioned as a provisional subvariant
of ISM.8-10Later, in2007,ourEU-USconsensusgroupproposedSSMas
a separate SM category.11 The prognosis of patients with SSM is less
favorable compared with ISM but favorable compared with ASM or
MCL. Another provisional subentity of SM is BM mastocytosis, a
subvariant characterized by absence of skin lesions, low burden ofMCs,
and a good prognosis.8,11 Although relevant clinically, this type remains
a provisional type of SM in the updated WHO classification.27

AHN is a novel abbreviation and can be used instead of
(or synonymously to) the previous term “associated hematologic
non–mast cell-lineage disease.”26,27 Diagnostic criteria to define
SSM (B-findings) and ASM (C-findings) remain unchanged in the
updated WHO classification 2016.27 These criteria are depicted in
supplemental Table 3.

Additional refinements have also been implemented in the updated
WHO classification of mastocytosis.27 Thus, because of its exceptional
rarity, extracutaneous mastocytoma has been removed from the
updated classification. ASM is now divided into an untransformed
variant and a variant “in transformation to MCL” (ASM-t). This
delineation was proposed by the EU-US consensus group in 2014.29 In
patients with ASM-t, the percentage ofMCs in BM smears is$5% but
less than 20%.29When the percentage ofMCs in theBMsmear reaches
20%, the diagnosis changes from ASM-t to MCL per definition. Of
note, the primary criterion ofMCL remains a percentage count ofMCs
in BM smears of at least 20% in the updated WHO classification.27

Traditionally, MCL is split into a (less frequent) classical variant in
which MCs compose at least 10% of all circulating white blood cells,
and an aleukemic MCL variant in which MCs in peripheral blood
smears are less than 10%.8-10 This delineation also applies in the
updated WHO classification.27 More recently, MCL has been divided
into a chronic form without obvious organ damage (no C-findings

present) and a more aggressive (acute) variant, termed acute MCL
where organ damage (C-findings) is present (supplemental Table 4).29

The delineation into acute and chronic MCL is also mentioned in the
updated WHO classification.27 Finally, MCL can be split into primary
variants and secondary variants (supplemental Table 4). Notably,
patients with ASM-t and MC sarcoma frequently progress into (acute)
MCL.

Several earlier as well as more recent studies have confirmed the
prognostic value of theWHO classification relating to progression-free
and overall survival.30-33 Notably, patients with ISM have an excellent
prognosis with normal or near-normal life expectancy, whereas the
prognosis and survival are less favorable in advanced SM. In all studies
published to date, the prognosis of MCL is quite unfavorable.30-34 In
most MCL patients, primary drug resistance is found and the median
survival time is,1 year. Patients with chronic MCL are very rare and
may have a slightly better prognosis.29,35 However, overall, the out-
come of patients with MCL is poor regardless of the disease subtype.
A variant with a similarly poor outcome is MC sarcoma, a rare local
tumor that consists of immatureMCs and shows a sarcoma-like growth
in local tissue sites. As mentioned, MCS usually transforms to MCL
within a short time.

Therapeutic targets identified in neoplastic
MCs in advanced SM

Several different therapeutic targets have been identified in neoplastic
MCs and their disease-initiating stem and progenitor cells in recent
years. Several of these target antigens, such as mutated KIT variants,
have been the focus of clinical trials with quite encouraging results.
Other targets have been identified very recently and are currently being
validated in preclinical studies or in ongoing clinical trials. In the
following section, themost important therapeutic targets are discussed.

KIT and oncogenic mutant forms of KIT

The oncogenic KIT mutation D816V is detectable in .80% of all
patientswithSMand in.90%ofall caseswith typical ISM.18-20,36KIT
D816V is considered a relatively weak driver that promotes MC
differentiation and maturation rather than MC proliferation.37,38

Correspondingly, MCs in ISM are nonproliferating cells and progres-
sion to ASM is rare.7-10,30 In addition,KITD816V is rarely detected in
patients without overt SM: when these patients are also suffering from
an MC activation syndrome (MCAS), the final diagnosis is primary
(clonal) MCAS.11 When no MCAS criteria are met, the published
proposal is to call the condition monoclonal MCs of uncertain
significance.11 Whereas patients with monoclonal MCs of un-
certain significance are followed without specific therapy using
serum tryptase levels as primary disease-related parameter, patients
with MCAS are treated by anti-mediator-type drugs.

In patients with established SM, KIT D816V may serve as a “co-
driver” of cell survival and proliferation in neoplastic MCs and their
progenitors inASMandMCL36; therefore, KITD816V is considered a
major therapeutic target in advanced SM, and several drugs targeting
the mutant have been developed in preclinical studies. However, KIT
D816V confers resistance against imatinib, masitinib, and several other
KIT-targeting drugs.39,40 A number of other oncogenic variants ofKIT
have also been identified in patients with SM, especially in childhood
CM, but also in MCL.41-43 Although several of these mutations (such
as that in codon 816) also mediate imatinib resistance, other mutant
forms, such as K509I or F522C, are sensitive to imatinib (Table 3).44,45

Table 1. SM criteria

Major SM criterion Multifocal dense infiltrates of MCs ($15 MCs in

aggregates) in BM biopsies and/or in sections of other

extracutaneous organ(s)

Minor SM criteria a. .25% of all MCs are atypical cells (type I or type II) on

BM smears or are spindle-shaped in MC infiltrates

detected on sections of visceral organs

b. KIT point mutation at codon 816 in the BM or another

extracutaneous organ

c. MCs in BM or blood or another extracutaneous organ

exhibit CD2 and/or CD25

d. Baseline serum tryptase level .20 ng/mL (in case of

an unrelated myeloid neoplasm, item d is not valid as

an SM criterion)

If at least 1 major and 1 minor or 3 minor SM criteria are fulfilled, the diagnosis of SM

can be established

SM criteria were defined by the WHO in 2001 and have been confirmed in the

WHO updates of 2008 and 2016.
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Moreover, in a small subset of patients with advanced SM, neoplastic
MCs express wild-type (WT) KIT. These patients may also respond to
imatinib unless other oncogenic mechanisms introduce resistance.44

KIT-downstream signal transduction molecules

A number of downstream signal transduction molecules and pathways
are involved in KIT-dependent oncogenesis. These potential target
molecules include, among others, the phosphatidyl-inositide 3
kinase,46,47 the mechanistic (formerly mammalian) target of
rapamycin,48 STAT5,49 and the tyrosine-protein kinase FES.50,51

Several of these targets are clinically relevant, and targeted drugs
directed against these molecules have been developed. However, the
exact value of these targets in advanced SM remains at present
unknown because no larger studies have been conducted and first
clinical pilot studies have not shown disease-modifying effects.52

KIT-independent oncogenic drivers and pathways

Because KIT D816V per se may not be able to transform a stem cell
clone into a full-blown malignancy,37,38 recent efforts have focused on
additional, KIT-independent targets and target pathways. Indeed, in
advanced SM and especially in patients with SM-AHN, several
additional drivers, mutations, and signaling pathways have been
identified.53-57 Sometimes, these pathways are also or even exclusively
expressed in the AHN portion of the disease. Other signal cascades
are believed to cooperate with KIT D816V and/or D816V KIT-
downstreammolecules to trigger oncogenic growth of neoplastic MCs.
Somaticgenedefects frequentlydetected in advancedSMandSM-AHN
include mutations in TET2, SRSF2, ASXL1, CBL, RUNX1, NRAS, and
KRAS.53-56 In addition, the JAK2mutationV617F has been described in
patients with SM-AHN.58,59 Other pro-oncogenic key mutants detected
in unrelated (non-MC lineage) myeloid neoplasms, such as CALR
mutations, PDGFRA and PDGFRB mutations, or BCR/ABL1, are
usually not found in indolent or advanced SM, including SM-AHN.

Epigenetic targets and survival-related molecules

So far, little is known about epigenetic factors and events involved in
the evolution and/or progression of SM. Previous studies have shown
that hypermethylation of FAS and other tumor suppressor molecules
play a potential role in oncogenesis inMCL.60 It has also been reported
that neoplastic MCs in SM express the BET bromodomain molecule
BRD4, a well-known regulator of MYC.61 Therefore, BRD4
has recently been discussed as a potential target of therapy in
advanced SM. There are also several survival-related molecules

that may serve as potential targets of therapy. Among these are
members of the BCL-2 family62 and the heat shock proteins (HSPs),
such as HSP32, also known as heme oxygenase 1 or HSP90.63,64

Immunogenic cell-surface targets

During the past 15 years, several clinically relevant cell-surface targets
have been identified on neoplastic BM cells, and effective antibody-
based drugs acting through these antigens have been developed. Several
of these target antigens are also expressed on neoplastic MCs in
advanced SM (Figure 1). These molecules include, among others, the
brentuximab-target CD30, the gemtuzumab-ozogamicin target CD33,
the alemtuzumab target CD52, and the interleukin-3 receptor a chain
CD123.65-71 Antibody-based drugs directed against these targets may
induce cell lysis or apoptosis in neoplasticMCs.66,69,70 In addition, initial
clinical observations suggest that antibody-based drugs exert antineo-
plastic effects in patients with advanced SM.72,73 A summary of surface
markers and potential targets expressed by neoplastic MCs is shown in
Figure 1 and supplemental Table 5. Another emerging approach is to
target cell-surface antigens involved in drug resistance. These antigens
include, among others, the “don’t eat me” receptor IAP-1 (CD47), the
multidrug resistance protein 1 (CD243), and the immunological
checkpoint target PD-L1 (CD274). The latter antigen has recently been
detected in neoplasticMCs in SM.74Whether these antigens play a role
in drug resistance in advanced SM is under investigation.

LSCs

The concept of leukemic stem cells (LSCs) predicts that antineoplastic
treatment approaches are only curative when eliminating most or all
disease-propagating cells (ie, LSCs). In fact, in contrast tomoremature
clonal cells, LSCs have self-renewing and thus unlimited disease-
propagating capacity75,76; therefore, LSCs represent a key target in
curative antileukemic treatment concepts. However, althoughMCs are
considered to be derived from hematopoietic stem cells, little is known
about LSCs in advanced SM and MCL. More recently, the phenotype
of the NSG mouse-repopulating MCL LSCs has been established.77

These LSCs reside within a very small CD341/CD382 population of
the malignant clone.77 In addition, it has been reported that these cells
display several cell-surface and cytoplasmic target antigens, including
CD44, CD47, and KIT, and often also CD33, CD52, and CD123
(Figure 1).77 Future studies will address the question as to whether and
how MCL LSCs can be eliminated most efficiently, with the aim to
establish abasis for development of curative therapies.An important issue
in this regard is intrinsic (natural) stem cell resistance that is often
associated with stem cell dormancy, but also with stem cell–niche
interactions and expression of resistance-related antigens, such as PD-L1.
Whereas cycling LSCs may be accessible to small molecule type
inhibitors such as midostaurin, the (more frequent) dormant or slowly
cycling LSCs may be less responsive or even resistant. To eradicate
these cells antibody-based drugs may be required. Cell-surface antigens
detectable on LSCs andMCs in patients with SM are shown in Figure 1.
Whether antibody-based drugs directed against CD30, CD33, CD52, or
CD123 are indeed able to eradicate MCL LSCs in vivo in NSG mice or
even in patients with advanced SM (or MCL) is currently unknown.

Therapeutic options for patients with
advanced SM

At present, there is no generally accepted first-line standard therapy for
patients with advanced SM. Until recently, these patients were treated

Table 2. WHO classification of mastocytosis 2016

CM

MPCM 5 UP

DCM

Mastocytoma of skin (cutaneous mastocytoma)

SM

ISM

SSM

SM with AHN*

ASM

MCL†

MC sarcoma

DCM, diffuse CM; MPCM, maculopapular CM.

*The previous term SM with clonal hematologic non–mast cell-lineage disease

and the new abbreviation AHN can be used synonymously.

†Subvariants of MCL are shown in supplemental Table 4.
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with more or less effective (palliative) antineoplastic drugs or
interferon-a (IFN-a).78-80 Cladribine (2CdA), however, is a quite
effective agent. This drug induces clinically meaningful responses in
about 50% of all patients with advanced SM80-82; however, even when
treatedwith cladribine or poly-chemotherapy (poly-CT),many patients
develop resistance. Therefore, new treatment concepts have been
developed and have been tested in clinical trials and clinical practice in

recent years. In the following paragraphs, 2 important new treatment
approaches are discussed and a putative therapeutic standard algorithm
for SM patients is presented.

HSCT

Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) appears
to be an important approach to consider in patients with advanced
SM, including MCL. The effect of this therapy has recently been
summarized and discussed based on available data.83 HSCT should
be considered for those who are young and fit and have a suitable
transplant donor. The outcomeof transplanted patients (overall survival
and progression-free survival) appears to be favorable in non-
transformed patients with ASM and SM-AHN compared with those
who have overt MCL.83 In addition, it has been reported that
myeloablative conditioning is associated with a better outcome com-
pared with results obtained with nonmyeloablative conditioning.83

So far, it remains unknown whether and what debulking therapy is
required before HSCT in these patients.83,84 One reasonable approach
may be to induce a clinically measurable response using cladribine or
poly-CT before HSCT is performed. Following such a strategy may
help define whether the disease is indeed responsive and whether the
patient can tolerate intensive therapy. Another unresolved question is
whether HSCT should be followed by maintenance therapy using
specific agents, such as midostaurin. Finally, it remains an open
question as to whether all patients with rapidly progressing ASM and
MCL would benefit from HSCT.83,84 In particular, the risk of
transplant-related mortality in elderly patients (.60 years) is rather
high, and the same holds true for patients suffering from certain
comorbidities (eg, cardiovascular, metabolic). Therefore, in many
patients, HSCT may not be an option.

KIT tyrosine kinase inhibitors

The most promising KIT inhibitor developed to date for patients with
advanced SM appears to be midostaurin.85-89 This drug, formerly

Table 3. Available drugs, major drug targets, and effect profiles

Drug Major drug targets
Growth-inhibitory effects on neoplastic MCs

expressing KIT D816V*

Imatinib KIT WT, KIT K509I, KIT F522C, KIT V560G,

FIP1L1-PDGFRA/B

KIT D816V confers resistance to imatinib

Masitinib KIT WT, LYN, PDGFRA/B KIT D816V confers resistance to masitinib

Nilotinib KIT WT, KIT D816V, KIT F522C, KIT V560G,

KIT K509I, PDGFRA/B

KIT D816V confers partial resistance against

nilotinib; however, some effects were seen in a

pilot trial in SM patients

Dasatinib KIT WT, KIT D816V, KIT F522C, KIT V560G,

KIT K509I, PDGFRA/B, BTK, LYN

Growth-inhibitory effects are seen in most in vitro

cell systems; however, because of the short

half-life of the drug in vivo, no major durable

effects were seen in SM patients

Midostaurin (PKC412) KIT WT, KIT 509I, KIT F522C, KIT V560G,

KIT D816V, FES, FLT3, PDGFRA/B, SYK

Growth-inhibitory effects are seen in most cell

systems and in most patients with advanced

SM; in addition, midostaurin blocks IgE-

dependent histamine release†

Cladribine (2CdA) Nucleoside metabolism Growth-inhibitory effects are seen in most cell

systems and in a subset of patients with

advanced SM

IFN-a Unknown‡ Only transient and slight effects were seen in

most patients with SM

PDGFRA/B, platelet-derived growth factor receptor a/b.

*The KIT D816V mutant is detected in a majority of patients with advanced SM. However, in a few patients with MCL or other rare forms of advanced SM, other targets are

detectable and may respond to imatinib and masitinib.

†Midostaurin produces clinically meaningful (major) responses in about 60% of all patients with advanced SM, including a subset of patients with MCL.

‡IFN-a may exert growth-inhibitory effects on MC progenitor cells.

Neoplastic
Stem Cell

Neoplastic
Mast Cell

Markers Targets

KIT

KIT

CD123

CD123

CD34

CD30

CD30

CD25

CD2

CD133

CD13

CD33

CD33

CD52

CD52

self-renewal

differentiation

CD44

CD44
CD45

CD45

Figure 1. Markers and targets expressed on neoplastic stem cells and mast

cells in patients with SM. Neoplastic stem cells propagate the malignancy through

their self-renewal capacity and ability to undergo asymmetrical cell division, resulting

in daughter cells that are committed to differentiate into neoplastic mast cells

(arrows). In common with normal stem cells, neoplastic stem cells in SM display

CD34 and KIT as well as CD133. In addition, these cells usually express the cell-

surface targets CD33, CD44, and CD52; however, they do not express CD2, CD25,

or CD30. Some of the markers used to define stem cells or mast cells, such as KIT,

also serve as molecular targets of therapy. Neoplastic mast cells themselves usually

display CD2, CD25, and CD30 in an aberrant manner together with KIT, but lack

CD34. In addition, neoplastic mast cells in SM express a number of potential

therapeutic cell-surface targets, including CD30, CD33, CD52, or CD123.
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named PKC412, blocks the kinase activity of WT KIT but also
the kinase activity of various mutant forms, including KIT
D816V.86-88 In addition, midostaurin counteracts immunoglobulin
E (IgE)-dependent release of histamine in MCs and basophils.51,90

First data from a phase 2 multicenter trial using midostaurin in
advanced SM are encouraging and suggest that the drug induces
clinically meaningful responses in most patients, with an overall
response rate of 60% and major responses seen in 45% of all
patients.91 Although higher response rates were seen in ASM,
patients with MCL also responded to midostaurin.91 The re-
sponses seen in ASM and MCL were often durable and resulted
in an improved survival compared with historic controls.92 In
particular, the median overall survival in the study group was
28.7 months and progression-free survival 14.1 months.91 Finally,
despite nausea and vomiting, midostaurin was found to improve the
qualityof life andmediator-related symptoms in thesepatients.91,93The
drug has recently been submitted to health authorities and, once
approved, will be considered front-line standard therapy in patients
with (untreated or pretreated and resistant) advanced SM. In addition,
midostaurin canbe regarded standard therapy indrug-resistant patients
with advanced SM, regardless of expression or lack of KIT D816V.
However, it is important to recognize that midostaurin is unable to
eradicate the disease in advanced SM and that relapses are seen quite
frequently91,93; therefore, combination strategies have been proposed.
For example,midostaurinmay beuseful in the context ofHSCT, either
for bridging patients who are in need of debulking or as maintenance
therapy after HSCT. Another strategymay be to combine midostaurin
with other antineoplastic agents that exert reasonable effects on
neoplastic cells in advanced SM, such as cladribine. Indeed, strong
synergistic antineoplastic effects were obtained when treating neo-
plastic KIT D816V1 MCs in vitro with the drug combination
midostaurin 1 cladribine.57,88 Another option may be to combine
midostaurin with chemotherapy or with targeted antibodies known to
kill neoplastic stem cells in advanced SM.

Several other new KIT-targeting tyrosine kinase inhibitors
capable of blocking the kinase activity of the D816V mutant are
under development; however, these agents have not been tested in
clinical studies to date. Other tyrosine kinase inhibitors are directed
against WT KIT but are not capable (or are less capable) of
inhibiting the kinase activity of KIT D816V. These drugs include
imatinib, nilotinib, and masitinib. Data obtained in recent clinical

trials have shown that these drugs exert some beneficial effects on
mediator-related symptoms and sometimes induce a decrease in
(presumably normal) MCs in patients with SM.80,94-97 However,
major disease-modifying responses are largely restricted to those
patients in whom neoplastic cells express a sensitive target receptor,
such as WT KIT, a rare imatinib-sensitive and/or masitinib-sensitive
KIT mutant (other than KIT D816V), or a sensitive PDGFRA or
PDGFRB mutant.80,94-97

Toward personalized medicine in SM: current

treatment algorithms

In patients with ISM and SSM, antineoplastic therapy is usually
not required and should be avoided.2,11,15,98-100 In some patients
with (progressive) SSM, antineoplastic therapymay be indicated to
decrease the risk of severe life-threatening anaphylaxis (compara-
ble to cytoreduction in JAK2-mutated patients to minimize the risk
of fatal thromboembolism). For these patients, cladribine should be
considered because this drug has been described to reduce the MC
burden and lowering the risk of severe mediator-related events in
such patients.101 Whether midostaurin exerts similar beneficial
effects in SSM remains unknown. However, it is known that in
SSM, MC proliferation is largely dependent on KIT D816V and
MC activation is often triggered by IgE-dependent mechanisms;
therefore, midostaurin may be an optimal targeted drug for
treatment of SSM.

In nontransplantable patients with slowly progressing ASM
or chronic MCL, midostaurin is a forthcoming standard of
therapy.91-93 For the moment, however, most patients receive
initial treatment with cladribine. Major responses are obtained in a
subset of these patients and responses are often durable.80-82 If this
is not the case or the patient presents with rapidly progressing ASM
or acute MCL, more intensive therapy is usually required.11,80,100

These patients are candidates for poly-CT and HSCT.83,84,100 If
HSCT cannot be performed, poly-CT alone, cladribine, or
midostaurin may be considered. One reasonable approach would
be to induce a good response with poly-CT or cladribine and to
maintain the response with midostaurin. Similarly, midostaurin
might be considered as maintenance after HSCT, especially when
residual KIT D816V1 disease is detectable. In drug-resistant cases,
hydroxyurea is usually recommended as a palliative drug.11 In all

Table 4. Disease-modifying therapies in mastocytosis: current recommendations and emerging new treatment approaches

Diagnosis/disease variant Recommended first-line therapy*
Emerging new treatment options (second- and

third-line/future therapies)

ISM No —

SSM No or cladribine† Midostaurin in select cases‡

ISM-AHN AHN-therapy 6 HSCT Midostaurin 6 HSCT§

ASM-AHN AHN-therapy 6 HSCT AHN therapy 1 midostaurin 1 HSCT

ASM slow IFN-a, cladribine Midostaurin 6 HSCT

ASM rapid Cladribine, poly-CT, HSCT Midostaurin 1 poly-CT 1 HSCT

ASM-t Cladribine, poly-CT, HSCT Midostaurin 1 poly-CT 1 HSCT

cMCL Cladribine, CT, poly-CT Midostaurin, CT 1 midostaurin 6 HSCT

aMCL Poly-CT 1 HSCT Poly-CT 1 midostaurin 1 HSCT

MCS Radiation 1 poly-CT Poly-CT 1 radiation 1 HSCT

ASM/MCL with an imatinib-sensitive target|| Imatinib Masitinib, midostaurin||

aMCL, acute MCL; cMCL, chronic MCL; MCS, mast cell sarcoma.

*These recommendations are based on expert opinion and a few clinical trials published thus far, but are not based on larger controlled clinical trials, which is mainly

because of the rarity of the disease.

†Cladribine is recommended for a small group of SSM patients suffering from severe (life-threatening) anaphylaxis in whom other treatments failed.

‡Midostaurin is currently not (yet) approved for treatment of SSM or advanced SM.

§Midostaurin may be considered in these patients when the AHN component of the disease expresses a clinically relevant drug target (KIT D816V or FLT3 ITD).

||Imatinib-sensitive targets detected in ASM/MCL include WT KIT, rare mutant forms of KIT, and PDGFRA/B mutants. These mutants are also sensitive against masitinib

and midostaurin.
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patients, additional histamine receptor blockers should be applied
and, depending on mediator-related symptoms, glucocorticoste-
roids may be required.2,11,98-100 For those with osteopenia,
osteoporosis, or osteolysis, bisphosphonate therapy has to be
considered.11 A special situation is SM-AHN. In these patients, the
SM component should be managed as if no AHNwas detected, and
the AHN should be treated as if no SMwas found, with recognition
that in the SM context, any AHN counts as secondary.11,100 For
example, in a patient with ISM-AML, the AML component must be
regarded as secondary (high-risk) AML, and the patient should be
treated as having high-risk AML. A summary of current treatment
options for patients with ISM, SSM, and advanced SM is shown in
Table 4. Treatment response criteria for indolent and advancedSMare
also available. For details concerning these criteria, we refer to the
available literature.11,102,103

Concluding remarks

During the past few years, novel insights into the pathogenesis
of SM and its variants have accumulated. In addition, major
advances in the diagnosis, prognostication, and therapy of these
patients have been made. Today, SM is regarded as a stem
cell–derived hematologic neoplasm that manifests in differ-
ent forms, including indolent variants and advanced entities.
Depending on the WHO category, SM exhibits a variable clinical
course, ranging from asymptomatic with normal life expectancy
to rapidly progressing with fatal outcome. Over the past few
years, several novel targets have been identified in neoplastic
MCs and several novel treatment concepts have been established
using more or less specific targeted drugs. These drugs include,
among others, cladribine, the multikinase blocker midostaurin,
and the CD30-targeting antibody-conjugate brentuximab. First
clinical trials have shown beneficial effects with midostaurin in
advanced SM. However, many patients do relapse after having
been treated with cladribine and/or midostaurin. In patients with

drug-resistant or rapidly progressing SM, poly-CT is still con-
sidered a standard of therapy. And for those who respond to initial
therapy, HSCT is a reasonable option that should be considered
in all eligible patients.
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